CGI Gateway360

With CGI Gateway360, finance organizations gain access to a broad set
of credit information capabilities from a single, SaaS-based platform,
including the following:
•

•

•

•

•

•
•

Decision management – Develop, simulate, execute, experiment
with and measure various customer decision strategies across the
relationship cycle using CGI’s customer-based business rules
engine.
Credit strategy management – Improve the effectiveness of your
credit risk strategies with the help of CGI subject matter experts who
can provide a detailed strategic analysis that supports strategy
experimentation and continuous improvements.
Bureau access and flexible summarization – Access all major
North American consumer and business credit bureaus and use
flexible, business-rules driven summarization capabilities to support
ever-changing credit decision requirements.
Bankruptcy notifications – Discover, monitor and manage
changes in bankruptcy case information with automatic notifications
to enhance the efficiency of collections and recovery bankruptcy
processing. Integrate directly with the U.S. bankruptcy court
system’s Electronic Bankruptcy Noticing to quickly identify new
filings and updates.
Property services – Gain access to industry-leading providers for
real estate appraisals, title searches, flood certifications and trimerge credit bureaus.
Asset valuations – Acquire real-time access to automobile
valuation service providers.
Fraud prevention – Combat identity fraud through fraud prevention
strategies that are commensurate with specific consumer
transaction risks.

Benefits
•

•

•

•

•

Make better, faster decisions
based on more accurate and up-todate information, including
meaningful, business-specific
summaries
Digitalize and automate processes
for accessing business critical data
sources, drive efficiencies and
reduce IT burdens through CGI
hosting and maintenance services
Add new services faster and more
easily to meet changing business
needs and stay current with
products, vendors, regulations,
software, etc.
Access a robust and continually
growing inventory of services that
can be configured to support your
unique processes, policies and
requirements and implemented in
any order
Minimize operational risks through
the delivery of services from CGI’s
secure data centers and the
encryption of shared data

•

•

Vendor / agency management – Share data and collaborate with
third-party partners through CGI’s agency management solution,
which supports automated and manual secure data exchange via
standard or vendor file formats.
Rapid implementation methodology – Access credit services
quickly through CGI’s proven rapid deployment and implementation
approach. Because no applications are installed onsite,
implementation typically can be provided within 90 days.

Why CGI Gateway360
CGI Gateway360 is powered by CGI Enterprise Gateway (third-party
and vendor management and credit strategy management), Strata
Enterprise (risk scoring and decision management), and IDENTICATE
(identity management and fraud verification) to support its broad set of
credit and collections gateway services.
It also can be seamlessly integrated with core credit management
applications. For example, CGI Gateway360 integrates with the
following CGI solutions:
•
•
•

CACS Enterprise (collections and recovery)
CGI Collections360 (end-to-end default management)
ACAPS Enterprise (loan originations)

Integrating CGI Gateway360 with collections and recovery, default
management, loan originations and other credit management systems
provides simplified access to outside collections agencies, major
consumer and business credit bureaus and external information service
providers, automating business processes, driving efficiencies and
reducing costs.
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We are insights-driven and
outcomes-based to help accelerate
returns on your investments. Across
hundreds of locations worldwide, we
provide comprehensive, scalable
and sustainable IT and business
consulting services that are
informed globally and delivered
locally.
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